
tumor interstitium adjacent to capillary walls (3), de
spite favorable interstitial transport characteristics of
tumors, suggests that there may be a barrier to MAb
penetration far from the capillaries.

For the last several years, we have been trying to
understand the global pharmacology of MAb in hu
mans (10) and in other animals (11,12). For further
understanding of MAb distribution in the tumor, one
must consider as well the microscopic pharmacology:
transport across the capillary wall, transport in tumor
interstitium, cellular binding, and metabolism. From
that perspective, the global pharmacology can be viewed
as an input to the microscopic problem. Plasma profiles
determine what concentration of MAb is available at
each point in time to cross the capillary wall and
percolate through the extravascular space to reach an

tigens there. The next question: how high and how
uniform will the concentration ofMAb be as a function
of time and as a function of various parameters of the
system? To study the question of access to tumor anti
gen by MAb, we have developed a set of mathematic
models based on the global and microscopic parame
ters. Here we use these models to examine the relation
ship between affinity and microscopic MAb distribu
tion.

Our aim here is to provide an aid to concept devel
opment and a guide to further experiment rather than
to fit particular data sets. A central consideration is
what we have termed the â€œbinding-sitebarrierâ€•â€”the
prediction that bindable antibody will be retarded in its
transport through the tumor interstitial space by the
very fact of its successful binding to antigen on the
tumor cell surface near entry points. Although param
eter values for IgG are used here for illustrative calcu
lations, the model is quite general and can also treat
immunoglobulin types of other molecular weight and
valence (e.g., 1gM), their fragments (e.g., F(ab')2, Fab),
and other biologic ligands. Basic principles of the bind
ing-site barrier problem remain essentially the same for
these other macromolecules. Early stages of this work
have been described in preliminary form elsewhere (13â€”

For successful use of radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies
(MAbs) for diagnosis and therapy, it is helpful to under
stand both global and microscopic aspects of antibody
biodistribution. In this study, antibody distribution in a
tumor is simulated by splicing together information on
global pharmacokinetics: transport across the capillary
wall, diffusive penetration through the tumor interstitial
space, and antigen-antibody interaction. The geometry
simulated corresponds to spherical nodules of densely
packed tumor cells. This modeling analysis demonstrates
that: 1) antigen-antibody binding in tumors can retard
antibody percolation; 2) high antibody affinity at a given
dose tends to decrease antibody percolation because
there are fewer free antibody molecules. The resuft is a
more heterogeneous distribution; 3) the average antibody
concentration in the tumor does not increase linearly with
affinity; and 4) increasing antibody dose leads to better
percolation and more uniform distribution. This mathemat
ical model and the general principles developed here can
be applied as well to other biologicligands.

J NucIMed 1990:31:1191-1198

nderstanding the global and microscopic phar
macology of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) may im
prove the efficacy of radioimmunodetection and radio
immunotherapy of tumors. Recently, many authors
have reported that heterogeneous MAb distribution in
tumors degrades the efficacy (1â€”5).Part of that heter
ogeneity arises from nonuniform distribution of antigen
among tumor cells and among regions of a tumor
(6,7); anotherpartmaybeexplainedby heterogeneous
tumor blood supply (8,9). In addition to these factors,
the observation that MAb tends to accumulate in the
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diffusion in a sphere is governed by the following pair of
differential equations for free MAb and immobile, unoccupied
antigen at position i (19):

ac1 D (a2c 2 8c1
at \ar2 râ€”r@Râ€”r,ar

ds1@Ã£7â€”@ k1c1s,+ n kr@,

16), and we have also analyzed a cylindrical model in
which antibody flows radially from a central vessel
through a cord of tumor cells (1 7). Here, we represent
the tumor by spheroids ofcells, through which antibody
penetrates toward the center. This geometry most di
rectly resembles that of the nodular lymphomas, but it
pertains in a general way to other histologies as well.

MATERIALSAND METHODS

GlobalPharmacokinetics
The global pharmacokinetics ofMAb following intravenous

(i.v.) injection were simulated by biexponential fits, using
standard proportionally-weighted, least-squares techniques.
Data for curve fitting were basedon clinical studies of indium
111- (@â€˜ln)labeled 9.2.27 (IgG2a, directed against a Mr
250,000 glycoprotein/proteoglycanexpressedon melanoma
cells) in melanoma patients (10). Those parameter values
were used for simulating the plasma MAb concentration in
blood capillaries, including those of the tumor. The plasma
pharmacokinetics were assumed to be independent of MAb
binding to tumor. The values were taken as representative for
IgO, although there is clearly considerable variation in the
numbers obtained from various clinical studies.

MAb Percolation
A spherical model was constructed for simulating a small

noduleinthetumor.In thismodel,antibodypercolatesfrom
the surface of the nodule toward the center (Fig. 1). The
nodule diameter was taken as 300 @imso that it does not
contain a necrotic center. Although the effective diameter of
cell nodules may vary among and within tumors (18), the
basic principle of analysis remains essentially the same.

The spherical nodule ofradius R = 150 @imis divided into
N(set as N = 30 in this study) thin concentric spherical shells,
each at radial position r1(for i = 1 N). Radially symmetric

FIGURE1
A cut-away schematic of the spherical model. The sphere
diameteris takenas 300 @m.MAbspercolatefromthe nod
ule's surfacetoward the center.

â€” k1c,s1 + kr?@ (Ia)

(Ib)

where c, is the concentration of free MAb (M); s is the
concentrationof freeantigen (M);@ is the concentration of
bound MAb (M); k1is the forward rate constant for specific
binding (M's@); kr @5the corresponding reverse rate constant
(s@);D is the effective interstitial diffusion coefficient (cm2/
s); R is the radius of the nodule (tim); r, is the radial distance
from the surface of the nodule (sm); and n is the valence of
the MAb (for IgG, n = 2). D, kj, and k, are assumed to be
constant throughout the space. The nodule is taken to be
radially symmetrical, and there is assumed to be no convection
within it. We have chosen to consider here the simple case in
which binding of MAb is assumed to be completely bivalent.
More generally,if monovalent and bivalent binding were to
be represented explicitly, Equation lb would be replaced by
two ordinary differential equations for the sequential binding
steps.However,not enoughinformationis currentlyavailable
on the binding characteristics of tumor antigens to justify the
moregeneralformulation.The total concentrationof binding
sites s@(uniform throughout the tumor) is given by the expres
sion:

so = Si + n ?@. (2)
It is assumed that the blood supply is constrained to the

nodule surface(20) and that branch vesselswhich penetrate
nodulesare functionallynegligible(9). It is alsoassumedthat
the stroma surrounding the nodule has no appreciable volume
but allows free penetration of MAb from the capillary to the
surface of the nodule. This model most clearly resembles the
histology ofnodular lymphomas and pre-vascular tumor nod
ules. Although the actual microscopicgeometries of other
neoplasmsmay differ, many of the same principlesare cx
pected to apply qualitatively to them as well. The model also
applied to incubation oftumor spheroids in vitro. In that case,
however, the capillary permeation coefficient would be con
sidered as infinite, and the external MAb concentration would
be taken as constant. Langmuir et al. have used autoradiog
raphy to study the distribution of radiolabeled-MAb in such
spheroids(21). McFaddenand Kwok haveanalyzedpenetra
tion of MAb into spheroids, using a mathematical model with
non-saturable binding (22).

MAb transport (J3, cm.M/s) across the capillary wall is
governed by (23):

is@ Pejr(cp â€”ci), (3)

where PelT@5the effective capillary permeation constant (cm!
s), c@is MAb concentration in plasma (M), and c, is free MAb
concentration in the nodule adjacent to the surface (M). The
relationship ofP@@todiffusive and convective transport across
the capillary walls is discussed in detail elsewhere (1 7).

The boundary condition at the surface of the nodule is
obtained by equating MAb flux through the capillary wall and

I @â€”

300 p.m
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TABLE 1
Parameter Values Used for the Baseline Calculation

MAbtransport in tumor adjacent to the surface(17):

P(.p(Cpâ€”C,) = D@. _______________________or
D effective interstitial diffusion coeffi- 1.3 x 10@ (cm2/s)

In our previous publication (on a cylindrical geometry) (1 7), CIent
the left-hand side of the boundary condition at the capil-@ effectivecaPillarYparmeation constant 5.7 x I 0@(cm/S)t

lary wall was inadvertently rendered as P@.,,c,,,rather than@ initialSfltI9enconcentrationintumor I .0 (SM)
n valenceof the MAb 2

P,.@r(cpci). The equation should have read:

@ â€”c,) = _D@EL+ vi c,, (4b) This value is based on Ref. 27.
Or t Value approximatelycalculatedby taking into account meas

uredmicrovascularsurfaceareasperunitvolume,microvascular
where V,is the volume flow in the interstitium. This form had @&f11eabiliti@Sand nodule volumes (28-30)
beenusedin calculationsforpublication.In the presentpaper,
the convective term is omitted from Equation 4b, since it is
assumed to be 0. Note also that sign conventions for the tion throughout the tumor nodule at any given time (1 7):
diffusive term are opposite for the cylindrical and spherical
models. The boundary condition at the center of nodule, by

symmetry, is: _________________________ (6)

D@=0. (4c)Or where Ã«is the mean of concentration throughout the tumor
spheroid and N is the number of radial mesh points used in

This model treats diffusion from the nodule's surface to its the numerical calculation. The mesh points correspond to
center in one radial dimension, coupled with antigen-antibody thin, concentric, spherical shells. ISN ranges between 0 and 1.
interaction. The forward rate constant(kj) and the correspond- ISN = 0 indicates uniform distribution, and ISN = 1 indicates
ing reverse rate constant (kr) for antigen-antibody interaction maximum nonuniformity (i.e., the case in which all MAbS
can be varied independently. Parameter values used for D, are located within one of the N spherical shells).
Fell,and n are listed in Table 1. The affinity Ka(M@) @5defined
as kj/kr. Although k1and kr are taken arbitrarily for a series of RESULTS
calculations, these ranges are in agreement with the measure

Effects of Affinityments of Dower et al. (24) and with the affinities determined
by other investigators for many MAbs. The antigen was as- The global pharmacokinetic parameters used for IgO
sumed to be immobile and homogeneously distributed after bolus i.v. injection are listed in Table 2. Figures
throughout the tumor, and individualcellswere assumedto 2â€”4demonstrate the effects of affinity on MAb distri
be small enough that they did not need to be modeled explic- bution from different points of view. The initial MAb
itly. Antigenconcentration(expressedin terms of interstitial plasma concentration was taken as 20 nM in these
volume) was taken as 1@ corresponding to -@-l0@antigens! calculations. For the standard 70-kg person with a
cell, l0@cells/mI, and 17% extracellular space. plasma volume of 3 liters, this initial MAb concentra

tion corresponds to an injected bolus dose of -@-9mg ofCalculation
The system of one partial and one ordinary differential I@G.

equation describing this model was solved numerically by a Figure 2 shows microscopic MAb distribution pro
computer program (which we term â€œPERCâ€•)based on the files for different affinities (Ka 1.0 X iO@,1.0 X 108,
package PDECOL (25) that uses a collocation method for and 1.0 x l0@M') up to 72 hr after injection. Lower
solution of the partial differential equations. Solutions were MAb affinity leads to lower total concentrations near
generated either on a VAX 8350 (Digital Equipment Co., the surface of a nodule and higher total concentrations
Maynard, MA) or a CRAY XMP 24 (Cray Research Inc., near the center than those calculated for higher affinity.

Mendota Heights, MN). Higher free (mobile) MAb concentration in tumor in
The MAb concentration was calculated as a function of terstitium results in better percolation and less hetero

time and position in the tumor. Total MAb concentration at geneous distribution. On the other hand, because the
position i is the sum of free MAb and bound MAb:@ MAb concentrations are lower (fewer mobile

c,,wa,, C@+ cs, MAb), higher affinity MAb results in poor percolation
(5) and heterogeneous spatial distribution. Total concen

tration far from the surface is low.
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying Ka (from 1.0 x

where s@(M) is total antigen concentration at any point in the@ to 1.0 X i0@M') on total and free concentration
tumor (Table 1). at the surface, half-way to the center, and at the center

We also calculated an index ofspatial nonuniformity (ISN), of the tumor nodule. Free concentrations at all three
which indicates the inhomogeneity of radial MAb concentra- sites are decreased as affinity increases (Fig. 3B). On the

(4a) Parameter Baselinevalue

ISN = ______
IN(N-l)?@

So S=c@+
n
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other hand, the total concentration at these sites shows
more complex behavior with increasing affinity (Fig.
3A). The total concentration adjacent to the surface of
the nodule increases along with affinity, but the concen
tration at other sites first rises and then falls with
increasing affinity.

Figure 4 shows the effect ofvarying Ka(over the same
range as in Fig. 3) on the average total concentration
and the ISN. Higher affinity leads to a higher average
concentration. This relationship is significant in the
lower affinity range. On the other hand, higher affinity
leads to higher ISN (poor percolation, a more hetero
geneous distribution), especially in the higher affinity
range. Although high affinity leads to higher concentra
tion adjacent to the surface of the nodule (i.e., MAb
entry sites), the average antibody concentration in the
tumor does not increase linearly with affinity and the
contribution to the average total concentration is small
in the higher affinity range. Thus, relatively low affini
ties (in the approximate range of 5 x l0@to 108 M')
are predicted to yield almost-maximal values of average

concentration without degrading the uniformity of dis
tribution in this particular set of data.

Effects of Initial MAb Plasma Concentration
The initial MAb plasma concentrations were varied

to analyze their effects on MAb distribution (Figs. 5
and 6). In these calculations, Ka was taken as 1.0 x l0@
M@(k1= l.Ox l04M@5@,kr l.Ox l05s@).Figure
5 shows microscopic MAb distribution profiles for the

TABLE2
Parameter Values for Plasma MAb Pharmacokinetics

a1 Xi(s') a2 A2(@_1)
â€˜11ln-9.2.270.27 1.9 x 10@ 0.73 7.4 x 10@

Cp = Cp0 (ai .e_A1t + a2.e_X2t),

. Biexponential fit:

where@ is initialMAbconcentration.
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FIGURE2
Total and free MAb distributionprofilesof lgG:Ka 1.0 X 10@(A,D);K@= 1.0 x 10@(B,E);Ke 1.0 X 10@M1 (C,F).Panels
Aâ€”C:total MAb concentration; Dâ€”F:free MAb concentration. Color scale indicates MAb concentration. Note that the color
scaleof concentrationin Aâ€”Cis differentfrom that in Dâ€”F.The horizontalaxis indicatesdistance(zm) from the surfaceof the
nodule.Thus, the distance 150 @mmeansthe centerof the nodule.The verticalaxis indicateshours after i.v. bolus injection.
Therefore,each horizontalstripe of color representsa computer-generatedspatialprofileof antibodyconcentrationat a given
point in time after the injection.Parametervalues used other than K@and the initial MAb plasmaconcentrationare listed in
Tables1 and 2.
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FIGURE3
Effect of the antibody affinity (Ka)on
total(A) andfree(B)MAbconcentration
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Interaction of Initial MAb Plasma Concentration and
the Affinity

Figures 7A-B show the effect of varying the initial
MAt, plasma concentration (from 10 to 100 nM) and
Ka (from 1.0 x iO@ to 1.0 x i0@ M') on the average

total concentration (Fig. 7A) and ISN (Fig. 7B).
Increasing both the initial MAb plasma concentra

tion and Ka increased the average total concentration
in tumor (Fig. 7A). However, their contributions to the
average total concentration are not same. For example,
a two-fold increase in the initial MAt, plasma concen
tration (20 to 40 nM) results in 1.84-, 1.90-, and
1.92-fold increase in average total concentration for
Ka 1.0 x l0@, 1.0 x 108, and 1.0 x l0@ M@, respec

tively. On the other hand, even a ten-fold increase of
affinity results in only a 2.25-fold increase in average
total concentration for K0 1.0 X l0@to 1.0 X l0@and
a 1.17-fold increase for Ka 1.0 X 108 to 1.0 X l0@
(with 20 nM initial MAb plasma concentration).

The relationship between increasing dose and in
creasing affinity in terms of ISN as a response variable
is indicated Figure 7B. Increasing affinity K@results in
increased ISN, especially in the higher affinity range
with lower initial MAb plasma concentration (Fig. 7B).
For 20 nM initial MAb plasma concentration, a ten
fold increase in Ka (from 1.0 x i0@to 1.0 x 108)results
in a 14.3-fold increase in the ISN, and a 100-fold
increase in Ka(from 1.0 x l0@to 1.0 x 10@)results in a
64.3-fold increase in the ISN. Average total concentra
tion increases only 2.25-fold and 2.63-fold, respectively.

DISCUSSION

We have examined the effect of MAb affinity and
demonstrated the relationship between affinity and
MAb distribution in a hypothetical tumor nodule.

Antibodies have the advantage of selective binding
to specific sites. The most important prediction by this
model is that antigen-antibody interaction in the tumor
nodule imposes a binding-site barrier that retards MM,
percolation and causes a heterogeneous distribution.
The higher the affinity of binding, the fewer free mole

E
@2

0.2@
C
0'

a.
Cl)

C

108

Ica (M1)
FIGURE4
Effect of antibody affinity (Ks) on the average total MAb
concentration (left y-axis; â€”) and the index of spatial non
uniformity (right y-axis; â€”â€”â€”)48 hr after bolus injection.k,
was variedfrom 1.0 x i0@ to 1.0 x i0@ s@'with k, fixed 1.0
x iO@M1s'.

different initial MAb plasma concentrations (10, 20,
and 40 nM) up to 72 hr after i.v. injection. Higher
initial MAb plasma concentration leads to both higher
free and higher total MAb concentrations in tumor

interstitium. Even though total MAb concentrations
near the nodule's surface do not linearly relate to the
initial MAb plasma concentration, higher initial MAb
plasma concentration results in better percolation
through tumor interstitium.

Figure 6 shows the effect of varying the initial MAb
plasma concentration (from 10to 100 nM) on the av
erage total concentration and the ISN. Higher initial
MAb plasma concentration leads to a higher average
total concentration and lower ISN (better percolation,
a more homogeneous distribution). Becauseof binding
site saturation, average total MAb concentration does
not linearly relate to the initial MAb plasma concentra
tion in higher dose ranges (@70 nM in this particular
set of data). ISN dramatically decreases in this range.
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One strategy to overcome the binding-site barrier
would be to increase the initial MAb dose. Even though
MA!, concentration in tumor does not always increase
linearly as initial MAb plasma concentration increases,
a high initial plasma concentration leads to better per
colation and results in more uniform distribution in
tumor (Figs. 5 and 6). Increasing MAb dose, however,
decreases the specificity ratio (tumor/nontumor ratio,
or tumor/plasma ratio) (1 7) and may cause toxicity or
other side effects. For each MAb species and set of
circumstances, there is an inherent balance of factors.
Other causes of heterogeneous distribution include the
functional and anatomical heterogeneity oftumors and
their vessels, as studied by Dvorak et al. (9), and the
elevated interstitial pressures analyzed by Jam and Bax
ter (27).

For diagnostic imaging, microscopic distribution is
expected to be a secondary issue as compared with the
average concentration in a macroscopic region of tu
mor. Ifthe aim oftherapy with an antibody-conjugated
alpha emitter were to damage the tumor's blood vessels
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FiGURE 5
Total and free MAb distributionprofilesof lgG after bolus i.v. injection. InitialMAb plasmaconcentration10 nM (A,D);20 nM
(B,E); and 40 nM (C,F). PanelsAâ€”C:total MAb concentration; Dâ€”F:free MAb concentration. Note that the color scale of
concentrationin Aâ€”Cis differentfrom that in Dâ€”F.The horizontalaxis indicatesdistance(sm) from the surfaceof the nodule.
The vertical axis indicateshours after i.v. bolus injection.Therefore,each horizontalstripe of color representsa computer
generatedspatial profile of antibody concentrationat a given point in time after the injection. Parametervalues used other
than the initialMAb plasmaconcentrationand K@(takenas 1.0 x 10@M1) are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

cules there will be (all else being equal) to penetrate
farther into the tumor interstitium. Hence, there is a
tendency for high affinity (high k1,low k,) to decrease
the uniformity of MAb distribution. High affinity leads
to higher concentration near entry sites but does not
greatly increase the average concentration (Figs. 3 and
4). Without specific binding, however, the concentra
tion of MAt, would rise no higher than the plasma
concentration, so too low an affinity would clearly not
be useful. These general principles hold also for model
geometries representing flux of MAb away from a vas
cular surface in Cartesian coordinates (13â€”15,26) and
representing outward flux from a central blood capillary
in cylindrical cords of tumor cells (1 7). These models
show a similar relationship between MM, concentration
and affinity, although they are quantitatively different.
In the spherical model, MAb transport is converging,
whereas, it is diverging in a cylindrical model. Gener
ally, the â€œbindingbarrier problemâ€• for those sites far
from entry points may be more significant in a cylin
dncal model.
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FIGURE6
Effectof initialMAbplasmaconcentrationon the averagetotal
MAb concentration(left y-axis; â€”) and the index of spatial
nonuniformity(right y-axis; â€”â€”â€”)48 hr after bolus injection.
Initial MAb plasma concentration was varied from 1 to 100
nM. k@was taken as 1.0 x iO@ s@and k, as 1.0 x 10@M1s1
(K8 1 .0 x 1o@M1). The striking behavior near 80 nM initial
concentration is a true reflection of the physical chemistry, not
a numerical artifact.

and immediately surrounding cells, poor percolation
might be an advantage; if, on the other hand, the aim
were to reach all tumor cells, including those distant
from the vascular supply, poor percolation would be a
significant problem. Given the set of parameter values
used for the calculations in Figures 2â€”4,the affinity can
be decreased to approximately 5 x i0@'M' to achieve
uniform distribution without significant decrease in the
average concentration (Fig. 4). This model therefore

500

100

suggests the existence of a range of parameter values in
which lower affinity can improve percolation at a given

@, dosewithonlya moderatedecreasein theaverageg concentration.Thisrangedepends,ofcourse,onthe
@ other parameter values (e.g., MAb dose, antigen con
@ 7 centration,vascularpermeationrate)andotherfactors

:@@ (e.g., metabolism of MAb-conjugates) (1 7).
@@ We have considered here the problem of a binding

a â€” site barrier. This modeling analysis predicts a set of
@ complex trade-offs (Fig. 7): antibody affinity and dose
@ optimized for radioimmunodetection may not be fa

.@ vorable for radioimmunotherapy intended to kill the

â€” last tumor cell.

The calculations presented here must be considered
as predictions from a mathematically abstract case.
There is clearly a great deal of variability in tumor
vascular patterns and tumor histology. No single model
can be expected to capture all ofthe salient elements of
tumor architecture, and this model (as well as the
cylindrical one described elsewhere (1 7)) should be
considered as providing resonable constructs for think
ing about the problem. These calculation reinforce the
idea that a complex interplay of factors must be consid
ered in the designof next-generationmoleculesand
methods. These models and concepts are quite general
in form: the global pharmacokinetics, transcapillary
transport, percolation, binding kinetics, and cellular
metabolism can be specified (and modeled using PERC)
for macromolecular ligands other than immunoglobu
lins, and also for low molecular weight species. It should
be noted as well that the spatial distributions calculated
using PERC can be combined with information on the
microdosimetry of any given isotope to calculate the
distribution of radiation dose within a tumor.

0.0
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FIGURE7
Effect of initial MAb plasma concentration and !(@on the average total MAb concentration (A) and ISN (B) 48 hr after bolus
injection. InitialMAb plasmaconcentrationwas varied from 10 to 100 nM. k, was varied from 1.0 x 10@to 1.0 x 10@ s@
with k, as 1.0 x 10@M1s1 (thus, K8was varied from 1.0 x 10@to 1.0 x 1O@M1). These graphs show the interaction between
initial MAb concentration and K8.
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